Their first pause was at the Crown Inn, an inconsiderable house, to be given, not at Randalls, but at the Crown Inn?" much worse than the other. A room at an inn was always damp to sleeping at an inn, you would not wonder at Mrs. Churchill's

its ample gardens stretching down to meadows washed by a stream,

which is it: /9/25/07 or /9/25/2007?

disease, exile, and death--death skulking in the air, in the water, in shadows of disease and starvation, lying confusedly in the greenish external checks. Once when various tropical diseases had laid low almost though the only thing that ever came to them was disease--as far as I disease. He did not seem in pain. This shadow looked satiated and calm,
The total number of matches $= 5$

```java
> java RegEx \$\$\d{3,}\.\d{2} -p true -h
Usage: RegEx expr [-p true|false] [-g 0|1] [-h] [files] : Type quit to exit
-
$321.67
$1234.56
```

The total number of matches $= 2$

```java
> java RegEx [Ss]tables? -p /Users/moll/CS121/Honors07/AustenEmma.txt
[finds lines with stable or stables, caps or lower case]
```

Some symbols, and their meanings:

- `[]` choose one: or
- `^abc` $\Rightarrow$ a or b or c
- `.` single char wildcard
- `^` negation $\Rightarrow$ [^abc] $\Rightarrow$ any char but a,b,c
- `?` 0 or 1 of something $\Rightarrow$ dogs $\Rightarrow$ dog or dogs
- `\d` digit
- `\s` white space
- `\w` alphanumeric
- `*` 0 or more of something $\Rightarrow$ a*
- `+` 1 or more of something